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We have investigated electron capture dissociation (ECD) of doubly protonated peptides with
few or no basic amino acid residues (BAARs). For peptides containing one His, abundant
b-type ions were only found when His was located adjacent to the N-terminus. Interestingly,
b-type ions, particularly b5

�, were found to be the dominant product ions in ECD of peptides
without BAARs. Fragmentation patterns of luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH)
and vasopressin (VP), containing one Arg and one His, respectively, were compared to those
of Q8-LHRH and oxytocin (OT) in which the BAAR is replaced with a non-BAAR. More b-type
ions were found for Q8-LHRH and OT than for LHRH and VP. We also performed ECD of
melittin and found no b-type ions from ECD of the 4� charge state; however, many low
abundance b-type ions were produced in ECD of the 5� charge state. Possible mechanisms for
the formation of b-type ions are discussed and we propose that such ions are formed as a
consequence of protons being located at backbone amide nitrogens. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2007, 18, 2007–2013) © 2007 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Electron capture dissociation (ECD), first intro-
duced in 1998 [1], is a tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) technique that utilizes reactions be-

tween multiply charged analyte cations and low-energy
(
1 eV) electrons. ECD of multiply protonated peptides
results in preferential cleavage of backbone N–C�

bonds, forming c=- and z•-type product ions, which are
complementary to the b- and y=-type ions observed in
traditional MS/MS processes, such as collision-acti-
vated dissociation (CAD) [1–3]. ECD has been applied
to a variety of biological molecules, including peptides
[1–3], proteins [1–3], oligonucleotides [4], oligosaccha-
rides [5–6], and a siderophore [7]. In particular, ECD
has been found to be highly useful for analyzing
peptides and proteins containing post-translational
modifications (PTMs) [2, 3] because labile PTMs can be
retained on ECD fragments, thereby allowing their
facile localization. Despite the broad applicability of
ECD for structurally characterizing biological mole-
cules, its detailed mechanism is still an active contro-
versy for both experimentalists and theorists [8–33]. For
peptides, electron capture is mainly thought to occur
either at a charge center (H� or metal cations) followed
by hydrogen transfer [10, 27, 28], at a backbone amide
group followed by proton transfer [19, 23, 24], or at a
neutral hydrogen bond followed by hydrogen transfer

[22]. Recent work by Turecek and coworkers suggests
that both the two former mechanisms may be in oper-
ation depending on the nature of the charge carrier [24,
29]. The question whether the backbone N–C� bond
cleavage observed in ECD of peptides is a result of a
nonergodic or ergodic process is also debated. Compu-
tational and experimental support for both sides of the
argument have been presented [1, 10, 26, 32, 34].
O’Connor and coworkers proposed that the initial
N–C� bond cleavage is followed by a radical cascade
[17]. The same group has shown evidence for long-lived
radical intermediates comprising non-covalent com-
plexes of c= and z• ions in which multiple hydrogen
migrations may occur [9, 18, 21]. Further support for
such hydrogen migrations has been reported by
Zubarev and coworkers [35].
Recently, attention has been directed to unconven-

tional ECD fragments, mainly b-type ions [8, 11, 14, 16,
25]. Cooper [11] was the first to investigate the presence
of b-type ions in ECD. She found that their presence is
dependent on the type of charge carrier (lysine {Lys}
versus arginine {Arg}) and the peptide structure. Spe-
cifically, Lys-containing peptides yielded more b-type
ions than Arg-containing peptides in ECD. In addition,
abundant b-type ions were found for a peptide (H-
LLLLPLLLLK-OH) with Lys at the C-terminus, but
such product ions were absent in ECD of the peptide
H-KLLLLPLLLL-OH with Lys at the N-terminus. Two
possible mechanisms were proposed for explaining the
presence of b-type ions in ECD. First, Uggerud et al. [8]
have performed ab initio direct dynamics calculations
on several model systems and found that b-type ions
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can be directly formed upon electron capture if a
backbone amide nitrogen is protonated. Second, b-type
ions may be formed from vibrationally excited even-
electron charge-reduced precursor ions, i.e., (M � H)�,
formed following hydrogen atom loss from (M � 2H)�

•. The latter mechanism was also evoked by Haselmann
and Schmidt [14] to explain the presence of b-type ions
in ECD of a doubly acetylated Lys-containing peptide.
Recently, Marshall and coworkers [25] have investi-
gated the effect of charge location in ECD. They found
increased formation of a-type ions for the free-acid form
of peptides containing basic residues near the N-termi-
nus compared with their C-terminally amidated forms.
These authors suggested that amide nitrogen protona-
tion accounts for the presence of such ECD fragments.
All peptides studied previously contain at least one

basic amino acid residue (BAAR � Arg, Lys, and
histidine {His}). To our knowledge, ECD of peptides
without BAARs has not been explored in detail. Here,
we present ECD of peptides with one His or without
BAARs. ECD of peptides with one BAAR is also com-
pared with ECD of the same peptide but with the BAAR
replaced by a non-BAAR. Moreover, comparisons are
made between ECD of the 4� and 5� charge states of
melittin. Previously proposed mechanisms for the for-
mation of b-type ions are also discussed in the context of
these data.

Experimental

Reagents and Sample Preparation

The peptides used in this work can be divided into four
groups. The first group consists of peptides containing
His as the only BAAR, including �1-mating factor
fragment 1-6 (MF � H-WHWLQL-OH), neuromedin B
(NMB � H-GNLWATGHFM-NH2), and neuromedin K
(NMK � H-DMHDFFVGLM-NH2). The second group
includes three peptides without any BAAR, i.e., chole-
cystokinin fragment 26-33 (CCK � H-DYMGWMDF-
NH2), pEVNFSPGWGT-NH2 (� Pep1), and (pGlu5,
D-Trp7,9,10)-substance P fragment 5-11 (TrpSP� pEQW-
FWWM-NH2). The third group contains two pairs of
peptides, each having a peptide with one BAAR and its
corresponding mutant without BAAR; luteinizing hor-
mone releasing hormone (LHRH � pEHWSYGLRPG-
NH2) and its variant avian LHRH (Q8-LHRH � pEH-
WSYGLQPG-NH2), and (Arg8)-vasopressin (VP �
H-CYFQNCPRG-NH2, 1–5 disulfide bond) and oxyto-
cin (OT � H-CYFQNCPLG-NH2, 1–5 disulfide bond).
Melittin is the only peptide in the fourth group. All
peptides, except CCK, were purchased from Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO). CCK was from Advanced ChemTech
(Louisville, KY). These peptides were used without
further purification. Multiply protonated peptide ions
were generated by external electrospray ionization at 70
�L/h (Apollo Ion Source; Bruker Daltonics, Billerica,�
MA) of solutions containing 2 to 10 �M peptides in�
49:49:2 methanol/water/acetic acid (all solvents except

acetic acid were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Fair
Lawn, NJ, while acetic acid was from Fisher Scientific,
Pittsburgh, PA).

Mass Spectrometry and Data Analysis

All mass spectra were collected with an actively
shielded 7 tesla Fourier transform ion cyclotron reso-
nance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer with a quadrupole
front-end (APEX-Q, Bruker Daltonics) as previously
described [19, 36]. Briefly, ions produced by electros-
pray ionization were mass-selectively externally accu-
mulated (10-40 Th isolation window) in a hexapole for
1 or 2 s, transferred via high voltage ion optics, and
captured in the ICR cell by gated trapping. This accu-
mulation sequence was looped six times to optimize
precursor ion signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio before ECD.
Further precursor ion isolation (required due to the
presence of interfering ions with similar m/z values as
precursor ions of interest) was accomplished by corre-
lated harmonic excitation fields (CHEF) [37] inside the
infinity [38] ICR cell. As a result, mainly monoisotopic
precursor ions were subject to MS/MS experiments. An
indirectly heated hollow dispenser cathode [39] with
inner and outer diameters of 3.5 and 7.6 mm, respec-
tively, provided the electrons. The cathode is mounted
88 mm behind the ICR cell. ECD was performed at a�1
V cathode bias voltage and an extraction lens voltage
located in front of the cathode was kept at 1 V. The
electron irradiation time was 100 to 300 ms. Collision
activated dissociation (CAD) of mass-selected ions was
performed in the external hexapole. The ion kinetic
energy was increased by lowering the DC offset of the
second accumulation hexapole from 0 to �–6 V for MF
and Pep1. The collision gas was argon at a pressure
reading of 6 to 7 � 10�6 torr (gauge calibrated for N2).
All data were acquired with XMASS (version 6.1,
Bruker Daltonics) in broadband mode from m/z � 200
to 1600 with 256 to 512k data points and summed over
16 to 50 scans. Mass spectra were analyzed with the
MIDAS analysis software [40]. A Hanning window
function was applied and the data were zero-filled once
before magnitude calculation. Internal frequency-to-
mass calibration was performed by Microsoft Excel
with a two-term calibration equation [41]. The calcu-
lated masses of the precursor ion and the charge-
reduced species were used for calibration. For the ECD
spectrum where no charge-reduced species was ob-
served, external calibration was performed based on
parameters from an internally calibrated ECD spectrum
acquired under identical experimental conditions.

Results and Discussion

ECD of Doubly Protonated Peptides Containing
His as the Only BAAR

Figure 1 shows product ion spectra resulting from ECD
of three doubly protonated peptides (MF, NMB, and
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NMK) containing one His as the only BAAR. In these
three peptides, the position of His is close to either the
N- (for MF and NMK) or C-terminus (for NMB). ECD of
MF, NMB, and NMK carrying two protons produced a
mixture of different types of sequence ions, including c-,
z-, b-, y-, and a-type ions for all three peptides, and one
additional x-type ion (x5

�) for MF (Figure 1a). Although
unconventional b-type ions are seen in all three cases,
the relative abundance of b-type ions is dependent on
the peptide sequence. As can be seen in Figure 1, b2

�,
and b5

� are the most abundant sequence ions in ECD of
(MF � 2H)2� (Figure 1a), whereas b-type ions are much
less abundant than c-type ions in ECD of (NMB/NMK
� 2H)2� (Figure 1b and c). The presence of abundant
b-type ions for MF but not for NMB/NMK is somewhat

unexpected because the sequence of MF is not signifi-
cantly different than those of NMB and NMK. The only
obvious difference between MF and the other two
His-containing peptides is the position of His. In MF,
His is adjacent to the N-terminal amino acid, while it is
separated from the N-terminus by at least one amino
acid residue in NMB and NMK. The peptide N-termi-
nus and the side-chain of His are the two most basic
sites in these peptides. For NMB and NMK, these two
basic sites can be protonated simultaneously although
charge repulsion could exist in the case of NMK. By
contrast, simultaneous protonation of the N-terminus
and the His side-chain in MF is less likely because it
may induce significant Coulomb repulsion. Thus, only
one of these two basic sites may be protonated in (MF�
2H)2�. The other proton may be located at a backbone
amide nitrogen or oxygen. As mentioned above, Ug-
gerud and coworkers [8] have performed ab initio
direct dynamics calculations on the fragmentation in-
duced by electron attachment to model peptides. They
concluded that ECD of backbone nitrogen-protonated
peptides will produce b- and y-type ions, whereas
protonation involving solvation of a carbonyl oxygen is
associated with the formation of c- and z-type ions.
Based on this conclusion, we believe that, in (MF �
2H)2�, amide nitrogens constitute the second protona-
tion site, thereby explaining the abundant b-type ions.
To further investigate the formation of b-type ions in
ECD, peptides without highly BAARs were character-
ized. The corresponding results are discussed in the
following sections.

ECD of Doubly Protonated Peptides
Without BAARs

Figure 2 presents ECD product ion spectra of three
doubly charged peptides (CCK, Pep1, and TrpSP) with-
out BAARs (Arg, Lys, and His). A variety of b-type ions
are the major product ions in each case. For CCK and
TrpSP (Figure 2a and c), all possible b-type ions (b1

�

ions are typically not observed [42]) were detected in
ECD and for Pep1 (Figure 2b), six out of nine possible
b-type ions were produced in ECD. In comparison, only
a few low abundance c- and z-type ions were found in
ECD of all three peptides. As discussed above, the
presence of b-type ions in ECD has been associated with
peptide protonation patterns [8, 11, 14, 16]. For doubly
protonated CCK, Pep1, and TrpSP without BAARs, at
least one of the protons should be located at the peptide
backbone, similar to the case of (MF � 2H)2� (Figure
1a). Neutralization of this proton may result in forma-
tion of b-type ions, as discussed below. Interestingly,
b5

� was found to be significantly more abundant than
other b-type ions in all three cases, indicating a favored
gas-phase conformation for doubly protonated CCK,
Pep1, and TrpSP in which one proton is solvated by the
five N-terminal amino acid residues (the presence of
abundant b5

� may also result from a compromise

Figure 1. ECD spectra from [MF� 2H]2� (a), [NMB� 2H]2� (b),
and [NMK � 2H]2� (c) (300 ms, �1 V cathode bias voltage, 16 to
50 scans). Electronic noise and product ions present before elec-
tron irradiation (as a result of peptide vibrational excitation) are
labeled with asterisks, �3 � third harmonic. Insets show expanded
views of charge reduced species; “mn” ions correspond to loss of
the entire amino acid side chain at the nth residue from charge
reduced precursor ions.
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between minimization of Coulomb repulsion and max-
imization of proton charge solvation by side chains
and/or carbonyls). As found for MF (Figure 1a, inset),
the odd-electron charge-reduced precursor ion was not
detected for CCK, Pep1, and TrpSP. In fact, no charge-
reduced precursor ions were present in the ECD spectra
of (Pep1/TrpSP � 2H)2�, while only a minor even-
electron charge-reduced precursor ion ([M � H]�) was
seen in ECD of (CCK � 2H)2�. These results suggest
that loss of a hydrogen radical from charge-reduced
precursor ions following neutralization of the mobile
proton at the peptide backbone could play a critical role
in the formation of b-type ions, as proposed by Cooper
[11] and by Haselmann and Schmidt [14].

Because b-type ions are commonly observed in vi-
brational excitation MS/MS, CAD of selected peptides
(MF and Pep1) from group 1 and 2 was performed for
the purpose of comparison with the ECD results. Figure
3 shows the resulting spectra. ECD and CAD of (MF �
2H)2� provided the same number of b-type ions (b2-5

�).
However, the relative abundance of b2

� to that of b5
� is

significantly different in the two cases. In ECD of (MF�
2H)2� (Figure 1a), b2

� and b5
� are close to equally

abundant, whereas the latter product ion is much more
abundant than the former in CAD of (MF � 2H)2�

(Figure 3a). Doubly charged b5
2� was also found to be a

major product ion in CAD of (MF � 2H)2�. For Pep1,
CAD (Figure 3b) resulted in fewer b-type ions than ECD
(Figure 2b). In CAD, b4

� is the most abundant product
ion, whereas b5

� is the dominant fragment in ECD
(Figure 2b). These differences confirm that the forma-
tion of b ions in ECD is not simply due to vibrational
excitation but associated with the protonation pattern of
the peptide, as mentioned above.

ECD of Peptides Containing BAARs
and Their Analogues with Fewer or No BAARs

We also performed ECD of peptides containing BAARs
and their analogues with fewer or no BAARs. Figure 4
shows product ion spectra resulting from ECD of VP
and OT. The only difference between the sequences of
VP and OT is that the second amino acid residue from
the C-terminus is Arg in VP but Leu in OT, which thus

Figure 3. CAD spectra from [MF � 2H]2� (a) and [Pep1 � 2H]2�

(b). Electronic noise and product ions present before electron
irradiation (as a result of peptide vibrational excitation) are
labeled with asterisks.

Figure 2. ECD spectra from [CCK � 2H]2� (a), [Pep1 � 2H]2�

(b), and [TrpSP� 2H]2� (c) (300 ms,�1 V cathode bias voltage, 16
to 50 scans). Electronic noise and product ions present before
electron irradiation (as a result of peptide vibrational excitation)
are labeled with asterisks, �3 � third harmonic.
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contains no BAARs. As can be seen in Figure 4a, ECD of
(VP� 2H)2� produced c8

=� as the dominant product ion
along with some z-type ions (z2

•�–z8
•�, except z4

•�) of
moderate abundance whereas only two b-type ions (b6

�

and b8
�) of very low abundance were observed. By

comparison, all but two possible b-type ions were
formed in ECD of (OT � 2H)2� (Figure 4b), for which
b6

� and b8
� are particularly abundant. Two c-type (c8

=�

and c5
=�) and one z-type ion (z4

•�) were still seen for
OT, but with much lower abundance than b6

� and b8
�.

y-type ions were also found for both VP and OT, with
y3

=� being the most abundant one. A possible explana-
tion for the presence of y ions in ECD of (OT � 2H)2� is
that the C-terminal amide nitrogen is protonated while
the other proton is located at one of the backbone amide
nitrogens. Neutralization of the latter proton may result
in fragmentation of backbone amide bonds, forming
fragments carrying a proton at their C-termini, that is,
y-type ions. Similar results as described here for VP/OT
were observed in ECD of doubly protonated LHRH
(pEHWSYGLRPG-NH2) and its variant Q

8-LHRH (pE-
HWSYGLQPG-NH2) with fewer BAARs (see Supple-
mentary Figure, which can be found in the electronic
version of this article), further demonstrating the influ-
ence of BAARs in ECD.

ECD of the 4� and 5� Charge States of Melittin

The results discussed above show that abundant b-type
ions are present in ECD of doubly protonated peptides
if there is only one basic site. We propose that protona-
tion of backbone amide nitrogens (due to the lack of
basic sites) is responsible for the formation of b-type
ions. From this reasoning, b-type ions would also be
expected for higher charge states when protons out-
number the basic sites. To investigate this hypothesis,
melittin carrying four and five protons, respectively,
was fragmented with ECD. ECD of quadruply proton-
ated melittin has been reported previously [43, 44].
Those data as well as our own results (data not shown)
demonstrate that ECD spectra of quadruply protonated
melittin are ripe with c- and z-type ions and several a-
and y-type ions are also observed. However, b-type ions
are not produced in ECD of quadruply protonated
melittin. Figure 5 shows an ECD spectrum of quintuply
protonated melittin. Here, a plentitude of b-type ions
are seen although their abundances are lower than
those of c- and z-type ions. This result indicates that the
fifth proton for quintuply protonated melittin may be
located either at a basic site, or at a backbone amide
nitrogen. Zubarev and coworkers have investigated the
charge state distributions of ECD product ions from
triply, quadruply, and quintuply protonated melittin
[43] and predicted the locations of 2, 3, and 4 protons in
those charge states, respectively. Three protonation
sites in quadruply charged melittin were assigned to
the AV4-5, IK20-21, and RQ24-25 residues, while four
protons in quintuply-charged melittin were assigned to
the IG2-3, T(GLPALI)11-(17), R22, and Q26 residues. We
argue that the proton assigned to AV4-5 [43] could also

Figure 5. ECD spectrum from [melittin � 5H]5� (100 ms, �1 V
bias voltage, 16 and 32 scans for 4� and 5�, respectively). �3 �
third harmonic.

Figure 4. ECD spectra from [VP � 2H]2� (a) and [OT � 2H]2�

(b) (300 ms, �1 V bias voltage, 30 and 50 scans for VP and OT,
respectively). Electronic noise peaks are labeled with asterisks, �3
� third harmonic. Insets show expanded views of charge reduced
species.
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be located at K7 while being solvated to AV4-5. The
fourth protonation site in quadruply charged melittin is
likely to be the N-terminus. Thus, quadruply charged
melittin is likely to have all four protons located at basic
sites. However, for quintuply charged melittin, the
chance is higher that one proton is located at a backbone
amide nitrogen, which could account for the presence of
many b-type ions in ECD of (melittin � 5H)5�.

Possible Mechanisms for the Formation
of b-Type Ions

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the forma-
tion of b-type ions in ECD [8, 11, 14, 16]. In one of the
proposed mechanisms, b-type ions are formed follow-
ing NH3-loss from charge-reduced precursor ions. In
our present work, such NH3 loss was found to be
insignificant for MF, CCK and TrpSP (Figure 1a and
Figure 2a and c) and nonexistent for Pep1 (Figure 2b). In
addition, this reaction was observed for both VP and
OT (Figure 4) but only the latter peptide yielded abun-
dant b-type ions in ECD. These observations indicate
that b-type ions are unlikely to be produced from
NH3-loss precursors. The presence of b-type ions may
also be associated with loss of NH3 from the corre-
sponding c-type ions. However, Cooper has shown,
based on double resonance experiments, that such a
mechanism is unlikely [11] and she proposed an alter-
native mechanism in which electron capture by [M �
nH]n� precursor ions is followed by hydrogen atom
loss, resulting in vibrationally excited even-electron [M
� (n � 1)H](n–1)�* ions that can dissociate via a mobile
proton pathway, similar to CAD [11]. This mechanism
is consistent with the data presented here. For example,
odd-electron charge-reduced precursor ions were not
observed in the ECD product ion spectra of MF (Figure
1a), CCK, Pep1, and TrpSP (Figure 2), that all contain
abundant b-type ions. By contrast, both odd- and even-
electron charge-reduced precursor ions were seen for
NMB and NMK (Figure 1b and c) both of which yielded
predominantly conventional ECD product ions. How-
ever, deviations from this behavior were found for VP
(Figure 4a) and for LHRH (see Supplementary Figure).
Here, even-electron charge-reduced precursor ions
were almost exclusively observed although the ECD
product ion spectra of these two peptides are charac-
terized by abundant c- and z-type ions.
An alternative explanation for the formation of b-

type ions in ECD of nitrogen-protonated peptides has
been proposed by Uggerud and coworkers [8]. These
authors found from computational studies that electron
capture by nitrogen-protonated CH3CONH2CH3

� and
subsequent dissociation of CH3CONH2CH3

�• should
produce b and y rather than c and z-type fragments. As
discussed above, there is a high probability that the
peptides exhibiting abundant b-type ions in their ECD
spectra are protonated at an amide nitrogen. Thus, it
seems plausible that the presence of abundant b-type

ions in ECD for these peptides is due to initial charge
neutralization taking place at amide nitrogens. One
caveat with this hypothesis is that Uggerud et al. saw
formation of CH3CO

• and NH2CH3 from dissociation of
CH3CONH2CH3

•. For peptides, the former product
would correspond to a radical b-type ion with a mass 1
Da (corresponding to one hydrogen) higher than that of
an even-electron b ion formed from vibrational excita-
tion. However, all b ions reported previously by others
[11, 14, 16] and here by us are even-electron species
although, as stated above and shown in Figure 3, b-type
ion formation in ECD and CAD is different. One
possible mechanism for the formation of even-electron b
ions from radical b-type ions would be the existence of
a long-lived b•/y ion complex in which hydrogen
migration may occur before separation of b/y• type
ions, similar to that proposed for c/z-type ions [9, 18,
21]. If so, one would expect to see radical y-type ions in
ECD spectra, which is rarely the case (one of two y-type
ions from ECD of quintuply charged melittin has an
isotopic distribution indicating a mixture of y and y•

ions in which y• contains one additional hydrogen). On
the other hand, in comparison to b-type ions, y-type
ions are scarce in the ECD spectra presented here,
indicating that radical y-type ions may rapidly undergo
secondary fragmentation. It should be noted that even-
electron y-type ions have been proposed to form along
with complementary radical a-type ions and CO [28].
Thus, even-electron y=-type ions that are observed in
most spectra may originate from a different process. We
speculate that low-abundance b-type ions observed in
ECD of peptides containing BAARs (e.g., LHRH and
VP) may also originate from the co-existence of low-
abundance nitrogen-protonated conformers.

Conclusion

The formation of b-type ions in ECD of peptides with
few or no BAARs has been investigated in detail. It was
found that the numbers and positions of BAARs as well
as the charge state of peptides all affect the yield of
b-type ions. In particular, abundant b-type ions were
found for peptides without BAARs. A possible mecha-
nism for the formation of b-type ions involves vibra-
tionally excited even-electron charge-reduced precursor
ions formed from hydrogen atom loss [11]. However, it
is more likely that the presence of b-type ions for the
peptides studied in this work is due to the existence of
nitrogen-protonated conformers, which are present at a
higher proportion for peptides with low basicity than
for peptides with high basicity. We speculate that b-type
ions sometimes found in ECD of peptides with high
basicity may also be produced from low abundance
nitrogen-protonated conformers.
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